Nuachtlitir Choláiste De Lacy
Samhradh 2017
A Message from An Príomhoide
A chara,
In post-primary schools, events occur on an annual cycle. There is a pattern and a predictability to the academic year…..but
not in Coláiste De Lacy (2016-17). This was an extraordinary year in many ways. The Big Move’, our first Junior Certificate
exams, a celebratory march, Friendship week, Active Week, SciFest, and other numerous themed weeks/events/visitors
that were organised for our students all contributed to making 2016-2017 a very significant year in the history of Coláiste
De Lacy. Not all of the events and activities are included in the newsletter as we just couldn't fit everything in. As Principal,
I could not be more proud of our students and staff. They were truly remarkable in their efforts and hard work this year.
Everyone played a part in our work, learning, moving school, helping each other and culture. As a school, we demonstrated a
growth mindset in all of our endeavours and faced our challenges with optimism and determination.
The obvious highlight of the year was moving into our new school building in November, however, another very special event
was the visit by Graham Powell in March. The Coláiste has been working with Graham since June 2014 to develop our ethos
and practices. Graham has provided many training sessions for staff since September 2014. However, Graham visited
Coláiste De Lacy in March to provide workshops for parents/guardians in Building Learning Power. He shared his philosophy
and expertise with parents in nurturing independent, resilient, curious, caring and considerate young people. He spoke of
using a growth mindset voice to foster resilience in students. Some CDL teachers and students contributed to the workshops and shared their experience of Building Learning Power. Sincere thanks to all of the parents/guardians who attended
and contributed. We hope to have Graham back again soon.
Although teachers and students often present publically in our Coláiste, a huge amount of work is done quietly, behind the
scenes by our parents. I wish to recognise and sincerely thank our Parents Association for the amount of work that they do
as a representative group. They have been a huge support to the Coláiste and our students.
In addition, I also wish to thank every parent for their support in our efforts to manage the traffic on the campus in order
to keep all of our students safe. The restriction of vehicles onto the campus is temporary! Phase 2 has been submitted for
planning permission and hopefully we will have a decision soon. The three Principals on the campus, review the situation very
regularly and decisions are always informed by the safety of our students. We truly appreciate your support and patience as
we face the challenge of building Phase 2 on a live campus with over 1000 students. We will keep you informed of all
developments.
We are currently making preparations for our incoming first years and new staff. We will contact parents/guardians in
August with further details of the start of year schedule (see Calendar page 34). Incoming first years have nothing to
worry about as we will do everything we can to welcome them and to help them to settle into their new school.
Finally, I want to express my sincere gratitude to Máistir McCormack for all of his hard work and contribution to Coláiste
De Lacy. I extend our congratulations and wish him well in his new role as Principal of Scoil Dara, Kilcock. Go n-éirí an t-áth
leis.
Wishing you all a healthy and happy summer!
Le gach deá-ghuí,
Iníon Corrigan

Best Wishes to our 3rd year exam
students from all the staff of
Coláiste De Lacy!
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Farewell from Máistir McCormack
I would like to thank everybody in our school community for their support over the
last two years. I am very grateful for the opportunity to have been a part of
Coláiste De Lacy and have enjoyed my time working here in such a happy learning
environment surrounded by fantastic and hardworking students. The invaluable
experience that I have gained from working here with Iníon Corrigan and the staff
will benefit me greatly in my new role and I look forward to the next chapter. I
know that the school will continue to grow
and flourish and I wish our students the
very best of luck in their upcoming state

examinations and in their future
endeavours.
Le gach dea-ghuí,
Máisitir McCormack
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First Year English Students meet Oscar Winner
Emma Donoghue!
It’s not every day you get to meet an Academy Award winner and international bestseller in the
flesh!
Thirty of our First Year students and our English teachers Iníon Sorohan and Máistir Maguire had
the amazing opportunity of being invited down to Ashbourne Library for an audience interview
with author Emma Donoghue who was there to promote her new children’s book ‘The Lottery’s
Plus One’.
Emma's book 'Room' was turned into the hit film 'Room' of the same name, for which she also
wrote the screenplay which was nominated and won the Academy Award!!! Emma talked to our
students about how she started writing and where she gets her ideas and inspiration and how it
was to work closely with film director Lenny Abrahamson.
She was blown away with the level of questioning posed to her by our first year students. If their
clever questions are anything to go by we may have some Oscar winners and international best
sellers in our midst!
It was a great day and very inspiring.

A massive thank you to all of the parents who have
already donated books to our school library.
Please contact the school if you have any books
(in good condition & age appropriate), to donate.
086-4102507
Email: colaistedelacy@lmetb.ie
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Physical Education - Sky Sports Project
Rang Fionn participated in the Sky Sports Living for Sport Project 2017 under the mentorship of Athlete
Mentor Anna Geary. The students project was to organise Coláiste De Lacy’s Active Week with a primary
objective of organising CDL’s Fun Run 2017. The students found Anna Geary’s workshop so inspiring and
some of their reflections on the project are included below:
Anna Geary, a Cork camogie player, came out to talk to
us about sports. She spoke a lot about struggles and
obstacles she had to overcome in order to get to where
she is now. She shared her personal story with us and
it really made me think. She didn't get there easily and
has a very interesting story to tell. She told us about
the lowest of her lows and how close to quitting she
was and all about the best times of her sporting career
and how the lows were worth the joy of the good
moments.
She also told us stories of other athletes and explained
6 things that were needed to be worked on in the
sporting world. She was joined by a basketball player,
Aoife McDermot and they carried out activities with us
to work on things such as teamwork and mental
toughness. They were all really beneficial.
Some of the things she said were really inspiring and
could be applied to more in life than just sports. I will
definitely remember some of the advice she gave for a
long time and I am very happy to have gotten to take
part in the workshop!
(Ellen Ryan, 2nd Year)

It showed me that you don’t have to be
good at sport to play it, you have to just
put in the effort. Most importantly don’t
let anyone stop you from reaching your
goal.
(Laura Tucker, 2nd Year)

I thought it was a really enjoyable experience and I learned a lot from it. I also
had great fun doing the activities. Anna’s
story in how she succeeded to be a professional
camogie player is very
inspirational, it teaches you to try your
best and never give up. Overall I had a
great time and am glad I had the chance
to do it.
(Pat Savidge, 2nd Year)
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2nd Year P.E. Trip to Tanagh
The Physical Education Curriculum for Junior Cycle students includes a number of areas of study representative of
practical activities. One of the seven activities include ADVENTURE ACTIVITIES.
Adventure Activities provide students with the opportunity to develop personally, socially and physically in a safe
and challenging environment. So in May, the 2nd year PE students of CDL went to Tanagh Outdoor Education and
Training Centre in Co. Monaghan to experience some of the outdoor activities they have to offer.
Students participated in a range of activities such as Bog Hopping, Team building Activities, Water slides, canoeing
and many more. It was a fantastic day out enjoyed by all.
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Athletics and Girls Football

Our Athletics team proved very successful
this year, competing in the North Leinster
Schools Cross Country races held in ASLAA.
All students who participated showed excellent commitment and determination
which will stand to them next year.

Also, a huge congratulations to the first
year girls GAA team who won the division
2, Meath Super 7’s Blitz in Dunganny. The
girls played absolutely brilliantly and saw
off all teams in our group before defeating
St. Ciaran’s Community School, Kells in the
final. Well done!!
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Girls and Boys Basketball

Coláiste De Lacy had a very successful year in the North East Schools Basketball League. There
was a total of 6 teams; two U16 teams, two Junior Teams and two Minor teams. All members
attended regular training sessions and represented their school extremely well at each match.
They modelled a great team work and always looked out for each other. Most recently, the Junior
Boys team and the Minor girls team reached the Schools Finals at DKIT. The Junior Boys were
unbeaten in the run up to the final, overcoming Coláiste Chu Chulainn, Ballymakenny College,
Athboy CS, Coláiste Rath Chairn and Largy College. The Minor Girls were also unbeaten in the run
up to the final overcoming St Fintina’s, Coláiste Na Mí, Ardee CS, Athboy CS, Sacred Heart and
Largy College. Both teams narrowly missed out on the winning titles but they did themselves
proud on the day and showed great sportsmanship.
Iníon Thornton and Máistir Hall are very proud with the huge effort students have made, not only
in the finals but throughout the school year. Well done to all involved!
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Boys Football
Football in Coláiste De Lacy is progressing
well as our teams competed very strongly in
regional competitions. Our footballers have
always strove as a team to display growth,
skills and maturity against schools that often
had three or four times our current
populous. This current foundation of footballers will provide a pathway to our
incoming 1st years which will
no doubt lead to exciting and
fruitful times in the future.

Junior Rugby
Well done to the Junior Rugby team who participated in the North East Leinster Development Cup.
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Physical Education—Dance Module

During the last two terms, every
student in the school has been
participating in a 6 week dance
module for P.E. The key objective of
the module is to trigger the students
creative capacity and enhance their
group work skills.
It all culminated in April when the
various teams performed in front of
other class groups and guest judges in
the dance off finale. The students were
judged on their timing, choreography,
costumes, entertainment and participation levels. Overall the P.E
department received
very
positive feedback from the
students with many claiming that
the module gave them an
opportunity to step out of their
comfort zone and challenge
themselves.
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Young Historian
A huge congratulations to all of the students who entered this year’s
Young Historian Competition.
Ben Lynch and Christopher Mason from 1st Year were given a special mention by the judges who
were intrigued by their stop motion iMovie entry. They have even decided to create a new audio
visual category to next year’s competition.
The overall standard was excellent and a special mention must go to Sadhbh O’Keefe who not only
produced a beautiful Viking match stick boat but also designed the in school certificate that CDL
issued the runners up in the competition.
Eoghan Mills came third overall in the model making completion with his Viking sword and shield.
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Movie Club
Movie club returned this year with a new selection of
movies for students to watch. For the past couple of years
there has been a particular theme to the movies chosen
and this year we saw modern versions of classic plays and
novels. We started with ‘10 Things I Hate About You’
starring Julia Stiles and the late Heath Ledger. It is based
on ‘The Taming of The Shrew’ by William Shakespeare,
with the plot and characters similar to the original. By
chance, an extract from that play appeared in the Junior
Cert English Mock exam this year and so the 3rd years in
the club we’re delighted to have some knowledge of the
storyline! Another Shakespeare play, ‘Twelfth Night’, was

also retold in our second movie ‘She’s the
Man’ which the whole group found very
entertaining. Our final movie of the year
was the 1995 classic, ‘Clueless.’ Based on
‘Emma,’ by Jane Austin, the students
enjoyed hearing all the catchphrasesAs if! Movie club is for everyone to enjoy
and we look forward to watching a host
of movies in the future.
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Active Week 2017

Active Week this year saw the Daltaí and Múinteoirí of the Coláiste alive with excitement and
energy both inside and outside the classroom. Classes throughout the week varied from planking
and relay racing through equations in Maths to distance, speed and time running revision
exercises in Science. Daltaí engaged in healthy and active competitions while learning and prizes
were awarded to students at the end of the week for their outstanding positive attitudes and energetic efforts.
Every morning during Active week brought the múinteorí and daltaí another fun and energetic
activity to begin the school day such as the Macerena and Rock The Boat dance moves. Students
kept an activity log for the week and surpassed themselves yet again through their level of participation in active events both during and outside school. From the slow bicycle ride one morning to
the inter-clan ports morning at the end of the week, energy levels remained high. Clann Brennan
claimed Colaiste De Lacy's fittest Clann seeing off tough competition from Clann Maguire in 2nd
place & Clann O’Sullivan in 3rd place.
This year we held Colaiste De Lacy’s first ever Fun Run. Spirits were high and the excitement was
felt throughout the race. Well done to Gary Tuite & Yanna Power on coming home in 1st place!
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IMTA Junior Math’s Competition
Congratulations to all first year students who
took part in the Irish Mathematics Teachers
Association Junior Mathematics Competition in
school back in March. The results were sent back
to the IMTA and two students were chosen to
represent Coláiste De Lacy in the final. Both
Matthew Byrne and Katie Ryan participated in the
final in Coláiste Na Mí on the evening of Friday
the 12th of May. Both Katie and Matthew
performed to the best of their ability against
some stiff opposition in the final and done themselves proud. We are very proud of them and all
their hard work and effort.
Congratulations to all who
took part!

Coding Club
CDL firmly believes that an understanding of programming languages is increasingly important in
the modern world, that it’s both better and easier to learn these skills as early as possible. Here in
CDL we run the coding club on Thursdays at lunch time.
Students who learn to program early in life gain a deeper and more complete understanding of
the logic and advanced thinking behind programming. The below students made a huge commitment this year to the Clun and gave up their lunch times to begin their journey in the art of programming. Next year we hope to encourage more girls to join the club and get involved in
Googles Call to Code competition.
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Music

The CDL Ukulele Orchestra are an enthusiastic and talented group of musicians that meet for
rehearsals every Wednesday after school in the Music room. They cover a wide variety of
repertoire such as Classical, Movie Themes, Christmas and Popular music. As well as being an
enjoyable hobby, the group is also a great way for
students to improve their music theory and sight
reading. It gives students first hand experience of
how group performances work and what it is like to
be part of a team of musicians. The Ukulele Orchestra plays at various school events throughout the
year and new members are welcome at anytime.
The 2nd Year Music Students’ production of the
‘Lunch Time Concert Series ‘ this year was a tour de
force, offering each student the opportunity to
combine his/her own innate talents with the
experience of working closely with others as a team.
New friendships were forged and connections made
and the results on stage dazzled audiences over the
three events.
Leon , Ashley and Máistir Brian rocked out with their rendition of
‘Spoonful’ which was one of Leon’s exam pieces this year.
Ose gave a beautiful performance of Bob Marley’s ‘Redemption
Song’ and Sadhbh stole the show with her performance of her
own song called ‘Different Things’.

A huge well done to
all who performed on
the day.
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SciFest Competition
Congratulations to all our students who competed in the SciFest @ DCU regional final on Friday
5th of May. Students were afforded the opportunity to investigate, research and experiment in
areas of science that are of particular interest to them. Coláiste De Lacy were well represented on
the day, with 5 students entering 4 projects on a variety of different topics, from cricket to food
preservation. The students were given the opportunity on the day to showcase their research
and experimental findings to a large judging panel and other students and teachers.

We would like to congratulate all students for their hard work and
dedication in the lead up to the event as they carried out their
investigations, prepared their portfolios and designed their visual
displays. All students had a great day in DCU and represented the
school excellently. A special congratulations must go to Eoghan Mills
who won the DCU Junior Life Sciences award with his project that
focused on the effects that various sugar-sweetened drinks have on
our blood glucose levels. Congratulations Eoghan!
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Multicultural Day
After weeks of planning, Coláiste De Lacy’s first Multicultural day
took place just before Easter. In our school, our students
represent a wide variety of cultures through their nationality
and heritage. The day began with a procession of flags of the 12
countries being represented with students walking through
Tionól waving their flag and saying good morning in the
language of that country. A workshop then took place where
groups showcased information, traditional clothing and other
items from their countries to the rest of the school. The atmosphere in the room was fantastic,
with all students really enjoying finding out new information about the various cultures. Next up
was MasterChef, with students cooking up some delicious food. With crepes, paella, coca cola
chicken and even a kangaroo burger it was hard to pick a winner! To round off the day, students
danced to songs from their country where Nigeria’s dance and Spain’s Macarena in particular
had everyone on their feet. Overall, through the hard work of all the students and teachers
involved, our first Multicultural Day was a huge success!
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Multicultural Day
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Multicultural Day in the Home Economics Room
As part of Multicultural Day, the students representing different countries took part in a
Multicultural Master Chef. This saw a range of starters, main courses and desserts from countries
all over the globe being prepared, cooked and served for the school to evaluate. Students shared
their experiences cooking the different dishes, providing the student body different tastes and
culinary tips.
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Drama Club
After Christmas this year, Drama club returned on Monday afternoons with 1st, 2nd and
3rd years all coming along each week. Although it has only been back on a few months we
have packed a lot in, including a trip to see a production of the musical Avenue Q. This
Broadway musical features actors playing different characters but they also use puppets.
The whole show was fantastic with amazing songs and very funny dialogue. The drama
students were very inspired by it all. We have had lots of fun in our Monday classes too
where the students have shown off
their excellent acting abilities through
a variety of drama games and acting
scenarios. With the group growing
each year, we eagerly await what's in
store for Drama
next year!

Jigsaw Meath
Jigsaw Meath brings together community support for the mental
health needs of young people aged between 12 and 25. They work
as part of the National Jigsaw network and their aim is to ‘make
sure that young people’s voices are heard, and that they get the
right support, where and when they need it’. They are based at
their central hub in Navan, Co. Meath but a work closely with
schools across the county in order to provide school support for
students. Ellen Ryan, Kim Nulty, Ryan McDonnell, Rose Norton and Matthew Joyce who
are second and third year students at Coláiste De Lacy attended a Jigsaw workshop in
the Ardboyne Hotel in Navan on the 17th of May 2017. Here, they learned about Jigsaw
as a youth mental health support network, how
they work with young people both in the community and in schools, as well as how students themselves can help when it comes to minding youth
mental health in their own schools. The workshop
was packed with fun activities and brimming with
information which these students brought back to
staff and students at Coláiste De Lacy. We look
forward to continuing our collaborative work with
Jigsaw Meath in the future.
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First Year English Students ‘Scream’
Here is a glance at some of the projects
we did following the reading of some of
our texts in the English classroom this
year.
‘The Scream’During the reading of our First Year
Novel ‘Wonder’ by R. J. Palacio we came
across a cultural reference to a famous
painting called ‘The Scream’ by Edvard
Munch a Norwegian artist (see below).
We learned that the Halloween Scream
mask and the famous picture of Kevin
from the classic Christmas film ‘Home
Alone’ and the scream emoji were all
inspired from this old painting!
There are four versions of this painting,
each created using different mediapaints, pastel and crayon.
Our First Year students created their
own version of the painting using whatever media they liked- colouring pencil,
markers, pastels, or black ink pen etc.
Students then paired up to take each
other’s pictures in the famous scream
pose!
Many of the key Junior Cycle skills were
used through the reading of the novel
and this side project including being creative, working with others, managing
myself and staying well. It also linked
nicely in with our BLP teaching methodology practiced here in Coláiste de Lacy
and the habits with try to cultivate
within our students- planning, imagining
and collaborating.
Here is just a tiny sample from a few of
our students put together in one collage!
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Hula Hoop Drama
During active week we tried to include some activities and exercises into the English classroom
to get students up and moving!
First Year students were set the difficult task of reading an extract from the play ‘Galileo’ by
Bertolt Brecht while simultaneously trying to Hula Hoop! They then had to find the connection
between the hula hooping and the themes of the drama piece.
The hula hoop goes around in circles just like the structure of the play-the extract ends exactly
how it starts. There was also no change to the characters thinking – their ideas just go around
and around.
The play also deals with Galileo’s theory and now fact that the earth travels around the sun.
Students were able to understand the theory by thinking of themselves as the sun in the
middle of the hula hoop and then the hula hoop as the planets orbiting the sun. For those who
were not able to hula hoop they were allowed to keep the hula hoop in motion with their arms!
The main learning habits used were- managing distractions, making links, questioning , reasoning, collaboration, resilience*
Students were also taught punctuation through a punctuation karate activity!
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Coláiste de Lacy CSPE students win
a total of 80 cinema tickets!
Students across Iníon Sorohan’s first and second year CSPE
groups put their creative skills to the test to tell “The Story of
Their Stuff”; a competition ran by the Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA). Students had to pick an object or product from
their everyday life, research its origins and visually tell its story.
Students used their Junior Cycle skills of being creative by writing,
filming and producing their own videos, story boards and comic
book illustrations. They are also got to learn about the environmental effects of modern mass
production and also about human interdependence and how we rely on many other countries for
the products we use and consume every day.
Standards were extremely high and students engaged really well with their film productionssome of the cinematography was outstanding!
Although the overall winner has still not been announced the EPA were overwhelmed with the
volume of entries from Coláiste de Lacy. So much so they got in contact with the school to
acknowledge us as the school with the greatest amount of
entries and to reward all 45 students who entered with two
cinema tickets each as a reward for their efforts!!! We are
also going to be acknowledged on their website and they are
issuing out a certificate of participation to all students
involved!
The overall winner of the competition will win €500 for

A still shot from the opening sethemselves and €500 for the school as well as a workshop
quence of ‘The Story of My Glasses’,
with videographer Christian Tierney who has worked with
a film directed and produced by one
Macklemore, Conor McGregor and Kendrick Lamar. Fingers
of our students.

crossed!!
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Technical Graphics 1st & 2nd Year
Throughout the 1st and 2nd year learning experiences, students
acquire skills using a range of communication and modelling
tools. Within this process, students display many of the BLP
learning habits which are associated with our ethos. The
pictures below demonstrate
problem solving skills that have
been
communicated
via
drafting, sketching, model making, multi-media and 3D printing.
The graphical culture within Coláiste De Lacy encourages the
development of the cognitive and practical manipulative skills
associated with graphicacy and visual-spatial realities.

Materials Technology (Wood) 3rd Year
Our 3rd year Students were engaged in a solving a
design and make brief since late October 2016. This
journey of discovery began with unpacking all the
design requirement’s that were published by the State
Examinations Commission.
Within this project,
students had to reason, justify and articulate their
approach in designing a solution that met specific
requirements. Below is a sample of some of the many
skills that the students have acquired since their time
studying Materials Technology (Wood).
Within our taster module programme, students are
engaged in many subject disciplines. Over the 10 week
programme, students were exposed to the structure of
learning and the skills that will be acquired to fulfil the
syllabus requirements and also the transferable lifelong
skills that students will use in future both inside and
outside of the classroom. Below is a sample of the
“Fairy Door Project” which incorporated student’s
custom designs for their unique learning experiences.
Students in second year were engaged in design with
make tasks. In their last project students had to
incorporate their interests into a trophy for a person or organisation they admire. This type of
project has many links to their assessment project and portfolio which is worth 66% in their final
Junior Cycle year. Below is some of the design and make skills that can be seen in the MTW
classroom.
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Art
It has been a very busy term in the art
room the past few months! First, second
and third years have been engaging in a
wide variety of projects that have been
putting their creativity to the test.
First years study art on a rotational basis,
and the current rang have been working
hard on developing their designs for a
mask based on the theme of 'Animal
Hybrid'. The students have chosen 2
animals and combined them to create their
own creature. Their designs informed
the making of their masks over the past
few weeks. The students all made plaster
casts of their faces and then began to build their animal hybrid on top of this. Thankfully no
eyebrows were harmed in the making!
The second years were busy after Christmas coming up with an idea for an etching. They were
given the theme of 'Absurd and Ridiculous' and were required to combine two images using a
Photoshop app on their iPads to create their own image. The students then etched this image
onto a square Perspex plate and covered it in ink, before running the plate through the printing
press. The mirror image of their etching then presses into the paper and they are left with the
printed image. The work was fantastic! More recently the second years have been working on
developing their skills using clay. They began to explore the material by designing Pinch Pots with
a function, which were then put in our (brand new!) kiln to be fired.
The third years submitted their Junior Cert projects at the beginning of May, and then sat their
drawing exam in the school straight afterwards. The students all worked incredibly hard all year
on their projects and should be very proud of themselves. The standard of work produced was
very high! To end the year the students are creating a collaborative painting that recreates a
photograph that was taken the day the school opened in 2014. The students aim to
commemorate the three years they have spent together, and to celebrate looking forward.
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Art
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Home Economics
The Third Year Home Economics Students demonstrated their wonderful planning, preparing and
culinary skills as they completed their culinary exam in April 2017. The exam required students to
individually plan and cook a two course meal suitable for special occasions or diets. The finished
products where tasted by the visiting examiner who complemented the students on their
achievements.
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Home Economics

Junior Cert Craft Projects

The Second Year Home Economics Students had a busy term planning, designing and creating
their Junior Certificate Wall hanging craft projects. These projects contribute to 15% of their
Home Economics Junior Certificate exam. Each student had the opportunity to design their
own wall hanging based on their interests. Once they gained the skills of the various
embroidery stitches they began creating their own work of textile art.
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End of Year Awards 2017
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Awards
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Nuachtlitir

An Lá Scoile (School Day)
Students should attend school everyday and be on time for all classes. Absences seriously affect
student progress and can affect the learning of other students who are present.
Students should arrive at school every morning at 8:30 am in order to organise themselves and to
be on time for Tionól (Assembly) at 8:45am. On arrival at school, students should go to their
lockers and organise their iPad, books, copies….etc. for periods 1 & 2. At break time, they should
organise themselves for period 3 & 4. At lunchtime, they should organise themselves for period 5
& 6. This means that students do not need to carry everything in their school bags at once.
What to do if late/absent/need to sign out?


Students who are late for school must sign in at the oifig (school office). Parents/guardians
should complete a ’Late Note’ at the back of the dialann; explaining why the student is
unavoidably late. Students who are late must wait at the oifig until Tionól (Assembly) is over.



If a student must miss a school day due to unavoidable circumstances, then parents/
guardians must fill in the ’Letter re Absence’ form which is found in the notaí section at the
back of the school dialann (journal). On completing this form, parents/guardians must
include a reason for the absence. The student should show this note to their Caomhnóir
(tutor) before tionól (assembly) on the morning that they return to school.



If it is absolutely necessary for a student to leave the school during the day, for example; if a
student has a medical appointment, must attend a funeral...etc., then the parent/guardian
should fill out the ‘Permission to Leave School’ form in the notaí section at the back of the
dialann. The ‘Permission to Leave School’ form must be fully completed, including the name
of the person who is collecting the student. This person must come into the oifig to sign the
student out.

Important Notes:
Please note that the school is legally obliged to return all student absences and reasons for the
absences to the National Educational Welfare Board (NEWB). Students should not miss school
time due to family holidays.
Students must present at the oifig if they feel unwell. Students must not use their own mobile
phones to contact parents. The Coláiste will make contact on their behalf if necessary.
Students are not permitted to leave the school grounds during the day, e.g. at lunchtime.
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An Lá Scoile (School Day)

Students finish school at 2:45pm (Monday, Thursday and Friday) and at 3:45pm (Tuesday &
Wednesday). Coláiste De Lacy do not provide supervision of students after school. Students are
welcome to wait inside the school building for their bus provided that they remain quietly seated
and continue with their extension learning e.g. homework. Students who are poorly behaved will
have to leave at the end of the school day.
The organisation of the school day will be subject to annual review and will be reviewed again
during the 2017-2018 academic year.

Check out www.buseireann.ie for
all school transport queries
including details on when buses
will actually commence their
routes in August 2017.
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Coláiste De Lacy will shortly introduce ‘Wisepay’. Wisepay is a secure online
payment service that allows parents/guardians to make payments to their
school using their debit or credit cards. Payments can include:

School feels

Payment for trips

Activities
Each parent/guardian will be allocated their own individual log in details to
make secure payments.
Further information will be provided in the coming
months.
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New ‘Medicines Policy’ for LMETB Schools
LMETB has introduced a new ‘Policy and Procedure for the Administration of Medicines in Louth
and Meath ETB Schools and Centres’. A copy of this policy has been uploaded onto our schools
website and hard copies are available on request from the oifig of Coláiste De Lacy.
Some of the key points of the new policy are outlined below:

Non-prescription/over-the-counter medications are not
permitted in schools and will be confiscated for secure retention
and disposal by parents/guardians who will be contacted

Prescription medication can only be stored/administered in the
school following the submission of the written authority of the
parents/guardians to the Principal. A number of forms must be
completed and so parents/guardians should contact the Coláiste
before school commences in August to complete these forms
prior to the commencement of the school term

Parents/guardians will be asked to provide ‘written confirmation
from a medical practitioner that the medication is such that a
non-medical person may administer/supervise administration ,
together with confirmation of the medical dose and
circumstances when it should be given’. This needs to be provided to the school with all new
prescriptions (every six months)

‘It is the responsibility of the Parents/Guardians to ensure that an adequate supply of
medication is in stock, and it has not passed its expiry date’

Parents/Guardians will be informed when medication is administered to treat an emergency
and in the case where ‘consensual self-administration is routine’

In certain circumstances, it may be appropriate for an older student to retain medication in
their possession and take responsibility for it e.g. an older student would normally carry and
use their own inhaler. A written authority to the Principal together with the necessary
documentation is still required, however, the school will not maintain a record of the
medication and will have no involvement in respect thereof and cannot account for loss or
misuse thereof.
Please contact the Coláiste in August (before school commences) so that the necessary
arrangements can be in place before the students return.
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Féilire Scoile (DRAFT School Calendar) 2017-2018
Date

Details

Week beginning Monday 21st August
2017

School Opens (parents will be notified of the exact

Friday 8th September 2017

DES Staff Training Day. School closed for students.

Monday 18th September 2017

JCT Training Day. School closed for students.

Friday 29th September 2017

School Closed

Monday 2nd October 2017

Staff training day. School closed for students.

Monday 30th October – Friday 3rd
November 2017

Autumn Mid-term Break

Monday 7th November 2016

School re-opens

Friday 22nd December 2017

School closes for Christmas Holidays

Monday 8th January 2018

School re-opens

Monday 12th – Friday 16th February
2018

Spring Midterm Break

Monday 19th March 2018

National Holiday for St Patrick’s Day

Monday 26th March – Friday 6th April
2018

Easter Holidays

Monday 9th April 2018

School re-opens

Monday 7th May 2018

Bank Holiday (School closed)

Friday 1st June 2018

School finishes for summer holidays

Wednesday 6th June 2018

State Exams begin

dates/times for each year group in the coming months)
Provisional dates are as follows: 1st years commence 24th
Aug, 2nd & 3rd years return 28/29th Aug, TY return 30th Aug
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Féilire Scoile (DRAFT School Calendar) 2017-2018
The following dates/events have yet to be added to the school calendar:










Min 4 x School Planning/Training Days (will necessitate school closure for
students)
Parent/Teacher meetings (for each individual year group)
Sports Day
Mock Exams for 3rd years
Parents Session regarding Settling into First Year and iPads
Other information evenings
Information Evening regarding Enrolment 2018
Formal school exams e.g. mock exams, practical exams, summer exams
HSE Vaccination Days (25th Sept 2017 & 9th April 2018)
This list is not exhaustive and may be amended in accordance with DES guidelines.

Office Opening Hours for Summer

Please note that the school office will close
for summer holidays at the end of June.
The office will reopen on Tuesday 8th August
2017.
August Opening Hours:
Mon—Fri (9:00—15:00)
The office will close for lunch/breaks.
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iPads for 1st Year Students (2017-2018)
The tender to supply the iPads (with a managed service) to the LMETB schools has been awarded to
‘Wriggle’ for 2017-2018. Wriggle will therefore sell the iPads to parents and provide the managed
service for the school (monitoring and maintenance of iPads). Students can no longer bring their
own iPad to school.
Every iPad must be part of the managed service.
All iPads must be protected by a heavy duty case and be insured each year. The iPads are purchased
online through the Wriggle store (https://store.wriggle.ie/colaiste-de-lacy). If the link is not working,
then please contact Wriggle directly (www.wriggle.ie).
All IPads will be delivered to the school on Friday 1st September 2017 (further details to follow). The
Educational Company of Ireland will also be present that day to set up the eBooks for students (the
school will order the eBooks).
Wriggle have provided an information sheet which was part of the induction pack distributed to
parents/guardians at our Maidin Fáilte Isteach in April. Please read this information sheet carefully.
It outlines all costs and procedures for ordering. If you cannot access the internet, then please feel
free to contact Wriggle and they will assist you with the online ordering process (01-5009060).
Please note that Wriggle apply a late fee of fifty euros for iPads ordered after the online store has
closed. The online store for Coláiste De Lacy will close on 26th June 2017.
If the Credit Union are providing a loan for the iPad, then please get a cheque for the correct
amount made payable to ’Wriggle’ and send it directly to them.
A meeting will be held with parents during the first term to go thorough the School iPad Policy and
to provide support and information for parents/guardians. Feedback from last years meeting was
very positive and parents reported that they found it very useful. Parents/guardians will be asked to
bring their son/daughters iPad to that meeting. Further details to follow in September.
All students must fully comply with the schools Acceptable Usage Policy and iPad policy.
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iPads for 1st Year Students (2017-2018)
Item

Cost (incl. VAT)

iPad 2017

€384 (32GB) or €473 (128GB)

Heavy Duty Case* (recommended)

€39

Wriggle Services & Deployment
(Ongoing care & support for 3 years)*

€61

Advanced Mobile Device Management

€21

Total

€505 (32GB) or €594 (128GB)
* A case must be purchased by everyone

Insurance is available through the Wriggle store.
All 2nd year, 3rd year, & TY students must renew their iPad
insurance also.
Please note that you do not need to purchase eBooks online.
The school acquires these for you.

Transition Year iPads 2017-18
All Transition Year students must renew their Managed Service &
Support agreement. This agreement is a 3 year agreement and so expired
at the end of third year.
All iPads must be part of the managed service.
The cost of the Managed Service & Support agreement (for a further 3
years) is 36 euros. Please renew on www.wriggle.ie and enter the code

55780506.
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Twilight Agreement for Mental Health

Please remember that all devices
(phones, laptops, iPads, tablets...etc)
should be handed to parents/guardians
before bedtime!
Bedrooms should be screen free zones!!!
Facebook, Snapchat, Messenger ...etc
are not allowed on school iPads.
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Digital Citizenship
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1st Year School Fees
Item

Cost (incl VAT)

Learning resources (including School €360
Book Rental, photocopying, learning (- €160 already paid on enrolment
resources, newsletters,
= €200)
communications, buses to sporting
and curricular events, visiting
speakers….etc.)
Dialann (school journal)

€15

Locker & lock

€50 (payable in first year only)

Student Insurance

€8

Total Balance Remaining

€273

Bank Drafts/Postal Orders should be made payable to Coláiste De Lacy.
Please send bank drafts or postal orders only to:
Coláiste De Lacy, Ashbourne Education Campus, Ashbourne, Co Meath.
School Fees must be paid by 25th August 2017.
Students will not receive books/learning resources until fees are paid.
Receipts will be sent out in the post.
Summer Office Opening Hours are on page 35.

If you are borrowing from the Credit Union to pay the school fees, then
please ask for the cheque to be made out to Coláiste De Lacy (as above).
If you are borrowing for the iPad as well, then, you will need to ask the
Credit Union for two separate cheques, if necessary. The cheque for the
iPad should be made payable to Wriggle.

Important Note:
The enrolment deposit and fees will be revised on an annual basis.
Don’t forget to insure your iPad as well.
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Well you don’t
have to get any
‘books’ because the
school gets those
as part of Book
Rental!
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2nd Year School Fees
Item

Cost (incl VAT)

Learning resources (including School Book Rent- €220
al, photocopying, learning resources, newsletters,
communications, buses to sporting & curricular
events, visiting speakers/workshops….etc.)
Dialann (school journal)

€15

Student Insurance

€8

Total Balance

€243

Bank Drafts/Postal Orders should be made payable to Coláiste De Lacy.
Please send bank drafts or postal orders only to:
Coláiste De Lacy, Ashbourne Education Campus, Ashbourne, Co Meath.
School Fees must be paid by 25th August 2017.
Students will not receive books/learning resources until fees are paid.
Receipts will be sent out in the post.
Summer Office Opening Hours are on page 35.

If you are borrowing from the Credit Union to pay the school fees, then
please ask for the cheque to be made out to Coláiste De Lacy (as above).

Important Notes:
School fees will be revised on an annual basis.
Don’t forget to renew your iPad insurance.
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3rd Year School Fees
Item

Cost (incl VAT)

Learning resources (including School Book Rent- €220
al, photocopying, learning resources, newsletters,
communications, mock exam papers (excluding
corrections), buses to sporting and curricular
events, visiting speakers/workshops….etc.)
Dialann (school journal)

€15

Student Insurance

€8

Total Balance

€243

Bank Drafts/Postal Orders should be made payable to Coláiste De Lacy.
Please send bank drafts or postal orders only to:
Coláiste De Lacy, Ashbourne Education Campus, Ashbourne, Co Meath.
School Fees must be paid by 25th August 2017.
Students will not receive books/learning resources until fees are paid.
Receipts will be sent out in the post.
Summer Office Opening Hours are on page 35.

If you are borrowing from the Credit Union to pay the school fees, then
please ask for the cheque to be made out to Coláiste De Lacy (as above).

Important Notes:
School fees will be revised on an annual basis.
Don’t forget to renew your iPad insurance.
School fees do not include Past Exam Papers or State Exam fees.
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Transition Year School Fees
Item

Cost (incl VAT)

Learning resources (including photocopying,
learning resources, learning excursions &
fieldtrips, visiting speakers/workshops...etc. (as
outlined in TY Letter earlier this year). Fees do
not include foreign trip.

€450

Dialann (school journal)

€15

Student Insurance

€8

Total Balance

€473

Bank Drafts/Postal Orders should be made payable to Coláiste De Lacy.
Please send bank drafts or postal orders only to:
Coláiste De Lacy, Ashbourne Education Campus, Ashbourne, Co Meath.
School Fees must be paid by 25th August 2017.
Students will not receive books/learning resources until fees are paid.
Receipts will be sent out in the post.
Summer Office Opening Hours are on page 35.

If you are borrowing from the Credit Union to pay the school fees, then
please ask for the cheque to be made out to Coláiste De Lacy (as above).

Important Notes:
School fees will be revised on an annual basis.
Don’t forget to renew your iPad insurance.
Don’t forget to renew your 3 year Managed Service for the iPad
(go to www.wriggle.ie and enter code 55780506)

DON’T FORGET TO ORGANISE YOUR TY WORK EXPERIENCE!
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What is BLP?
Building learning Power is a way of helping students to learn and to develop their intelligence.
Everything about our school; all of our structures, policies and practices, are informed by
Building Learning Power. There are essentially two dimensions to BLP: the philosophy bit and
the science bit!
BLP Philosophy:
The philosophy is based on a belief that intelligence is not fixed and that it can be developed
by nurturing a growth mindset in students. Carol Dweck has done a huge amount of research
into the positive effects of growth mindset in students. Check out
www.youtube.com/watch?v=pN34FNbOKXc for a short you tube clip that summarises some of
Carol Dweck’s research and the effect of growth mindset versus fixed mindset.
BLP Science:
There have been huge advances in neurological science with the
development of technologies that allow us to better understand
how the brain works. In simple terms, the brain is like any other
organ in the human body, comprised of muscles/tissues/cells. Just
like any other organ, the brain needs to be exercised in order to
stay strong and healthy. In Enrichment lessons with first years, we
learn that about the different parts of the brain that control
different learning skills/habits and attitudes (see diagram on next
page, diagram is not anatomically correct, for explanations purposes only). BLP lessons exercise the parts of the brain that help us
to learn and thus become smarter.
BLP in Coláiste De Lacy
BLP helps students to ‘learn how to learn’. It completely supports the development of the JCSA
Key Skills. As a school, we talk about learning and use words to describe how to learn. We have
a shared vocabulary as a school community to discuss learning. We also talk about Growth Mindset and how to listen to our Growth Mindset voices. We expect students to take responsibility
for their own learning and behaviour and to reflect and improve where necessary.
First year students also have a lesson per week called Enrichment where students learn about
BLP and exercise the various parts of their brains through engaging activities. Teachers plan
their lessons with BLP learning habits in mind and orchestrate their lessons to challenge
students. BLP helps students when they are ‘stuck’ in their learning and aims to help them enjoy
learning. Everyone (students & staff) in Coláiste De Lacy is learning all of the time (ag foghlaim
le chéile) and we will help each other learn through BLP.
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Building Learning Power Word Search
















Absorption
Capitalising
Collaboration
Distilling
Distractions
Empathy
Imagining
Imitation
Interdependence
Listening
Making links
Managing
Metalearning
Noticing











Perseverance
Planning
Questioning
Reasoning
Reciprocity
Reflectiveness
Resilience
Resourcefulness
Revision
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Growth Mindset Vs Fixed Mindset

Change your words to change your mindset!

School Lunches
Students should bring a healthy, packed lunch and a drink with them every day
as they are not allowed to leave the school grounds at any stage during the
school day!
Fizzy drinks, popcorn and crisps are not allowed.
The school does not have separate cleaning staff and so students will have to
assist in keeping the school clean and tidy.

Just Bin it!

Enrolment for 2018 in
Coláiste De Lacy
&
Gaelcholáiste De Lacy
will take place during Term 1!
Further details to follow.
Contact Details
Coláiste De Lacy
Ashbourne Education Campus, Ashbourne, Co Meath.
Email: colaistedelacy@lmetb.ie
Phone: 086-4102507

